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Issue 234 UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00

NEWWeymann Fanfare (AEC) -
South Wales Transport
                               SCALE      PRICE
43WFA001    1:43 £43.95

Weymann Fanfare (AEC) - South Wales Transport
You may think you’ve seen this newly tooled 1:43 scale

Weymann Fanfare already in 1:76 scale – and you are

right!  However, if you compare the two, you will see that

here at Oxford, we’ve added further detail in the shape of

roof mounted chrome air horns on our new 1:43 scale

version.  Why, you ask?  Well, apart from incorporating

value added detail wherever possible, we want to shout a

Fanfare from our own rooftops, complete with air horns,

that Oxford is celebrating 25 years in the model business!

And there’s no better way to do it than on the superb

South Wales Transport version of the Weymann Fanfare,

decorated in cream and dark red, proudly displaying its

AEC badge on the radiator.  Appropriately bound for

Swansea, our single decker is registered MWN 571 and,

what’s more, it is presented in a special celebratory box.

Congratulations to Oxford – and mark the occasion by

grabbing your own souvenir before they’re all snapped up! 

NEW
Tooling!
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1:43 SCALE

1:76 SCALE
Riley Kestrel - Blue/Black
Made by the British Riley Company, the Kestrel was made

between 1937 and 1940.  Launched at the Earls Court

Motor Show in September 1937, it came

with a four speed manual gearbox and

was capable of a top speed of 80 mph.  

Our model, the 1938 Riley 16 hp is

registered GMV 543 and is painted in a

two-tone blue and black with solid blue

wheels and silver hubs.  The interior is a

deep maroon red.  Silver trim has been applied to the

door handles, bumpers and the radiator grille.  A final

detail sees the distinctive diamond shaped blue and silver

Riley badge at the top of the radiator.  

Austin Seven RN Seven Saloon - Yellow/Black
The latest release on the ‘Baby Austin’ comes in a bright

yellow with contrasting black to the roof, sunroof panel,

upper body and chassis and running boards.  Registered

KX 8376, the interior has a yellow dashboard with

remaining trim and seating in black.  The black radiator

has a chrome surround with the Austin marque printed

diagonally in silver across the radiator grille.  Our model

represents the long wheelbase De Luxe version of the

Austin Seven with its stylish spoked wheels. 

Bedford CF Ice Cream Van/Morrison - 
Mr Whippy
New tooling introduces the Bedford CF in

1:43 scale, based on the Bedford (Vauxhall)

light commercial vehicle produced between

1969 and 1988.  The CF came in three

versatile body shapes - the standard panel

van with side sliding door behind the

passenger door; as the basis for the

Bedford Dormobile; and a special

van with self-contained cab on a

general purpose chassis onto which

a wide range of custom-built

bodies could be built such as this

ice cream van by Whitby Morrison,

widely recognised as the world’s leading

manufacturer of ice cream vehicles. 

Our Mr Whippy Bedford CF/Morrison vehicle is

registered NDS 749N from 1974-5.  Decorated in pale

pink with cream and white masking to roof and upper

body, the Mr Whippy character is proudly promoting his

wares on the sides of the van under the specially

designed hatch, as well as across the back.  Inside the

vehicle, the detailed fridges are moulded in white with

green tops.  The ice cream making machine is silver and

the worktops white, all sitting on a grey moulded floor.

The detail on this model is amazing.

NEWAustin Seven RN Seven
Saloon - Yellow/Black
                          SCALE       PRICE
76ASS007 1:76   £5.75

NEWRiley Kestrel - Blue/Black
                             SCALE       PRICE
76RK005     1:76   £5.95

NEWBedford CF Ice Cream
Van/Morrison - Mr Whippy
                               SCALE      PRICE
43CF001       1:43  £16.95

NEW
Tooling!
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Range Rover 3rd Generation - Bonatti Grey
New 1:76 scale tooling fills another gap in Oxford’s

Range Rover series with the introduction of the 3rd

generation Range Rover.  In real life this

was introduced in 2002 and ran

until 2012.  The 5-door SUV 

was planned and developed

under BMW ownership and

this third generation Range

Rover, also known as the L322,

was to share BMW’s high end

vehicle components and systems.  

It came with a petrol engine and was 

only available as an automatic.

To launch our 3rd generation Range Rover, we’ve chosen

a mid grey colour scheme with black exterior masking

and silver trim and featuring light ivory seating.

Registered GD04 GRX from 2004, in real life the car

would have had a 5-speed automatic gearbox, which by

2010 had risen to 8-speed versions in some markets.  

Its high spec status is confirmed with the silver HSE 

(High Specification Equipment) lettering printed to the

right of the rear number plate.

Jaguar F Type Project 7 - Ultra Blue
The Project 7 is based on Jaguar’s F-Type powered by a 

5.0 V8 supercharged engine with a claimed acceleration

of 0-60 in 3 seconds and a top speed of 186 mph.

After the traditional British Racing Green of

our launch model, for its second release it

appears in an electrifying bright blue colour

scheme with white racetrack graphics and a

black masked roof. Further trim is also

finished in black, while a bright red centre

to the wheels and a white radiator surround

complete the authentic detailing.  The interior is also 

black throughout.  No mistaking this powerful beast - 

if you don’t see it coming, you will certainly hear its roar!  

Austin Maxi - Damask Red
Our Austin Maxi makes its second appearance in an

authentic deep red, one of its most popular colour

schemes of the day, which looks particularly good against

the extensive level of exterior silver trim.  The Maxi

was the last car designed by Sir Alec

Issigonis and was manufactured

between 1969 and 1981.  Our model

is registered VHN 653M from 1973-

74 and as you can see from the Maxi

badge on the front radiator grille, 

is based on the 1750 HL which had a 

top speed of 97 mph, twin carburettors and

general all round performance.  The interior is moulded 

in a brown red shade to match the exterior bodywork.

NEWJaguar F Type Project 7 -
Ultra Blue
                          SCALE       PRICE
76JFT002  1:76   £6.45

NEWAustin Maxi - Damask Red
                             SCALE       PRICE
76MX002    1:76   £6.25

NEWRange Rover 3rd Generation -
Bonatti Grey
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76RR3001        1:76   £6.45

NEW
Tooling!
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1:76 SCALE

Bedford MWD - Wehrmacht Infantry Div. 215
(Captured)
The Bedford MWD was the most used Allied transport

vehicle between 1939 and 1945.  It was manufactured

by Vauxhall Motors who supplied vast numbers

to the armed forces.  Our latest release is a

replica of one which fell into German hands, 

who registered it WH 416142.  It is decorated in

a dark black grey with slightly lighter grey

canvas cab roof and rear canopy

and a khaki coloured interior.  

A touch of white denotes the

Div 215 badge and the front

bumpers.  It was unfortunate

to lose one of these trucks to

the enemy but they certainly got

a very good vehicle!

Bedford OX Queen Mary Trailer - RAF Blue
Only the RAF would want a Queen Mary trailer this long!

Our Bedford OX tractor unit is pulling the trailer, 

which was in effect a semi-trailer designed for the

recovery and transport of aircraft.  It was

extensively used by both the RAF and the Royal

Navy Fleet Arm during and after World War II.

The flatbed trailer has open metal-worked

sides with a front jockey wheel to

attach it to the tractor unit.  Painted

RAF blue even down to the wheel

hubs and with white graphics, the

model carries the RAF roundel

on the front and back wings but

no number plate on this occasion,

although the RAF numbering RAF

210749 is painted on the cab doors. 

NEWBedford MWD - Wehrmacht
Infantry Div. 215 (Captured)
                                  SCALE      PRICE
76MWD008    1:76   £6.95

NEWBedford OX Queen Mary
Trailer - RAF Blue
                                  SCALE      PRICE
76BD024        1:76  £17.95

NEWWillys MB Jeep - AA
                               SCALE       PRICE
76WMB005  1:76   £5.95

Willys MB Jeep - AA
At the end of World War II the US Army Willys MB Jeep

which had served admirably from 1941-1945 with many

Allied forces, now ceased to have an immediate wartime

role.  However, the sturdy and useful vehicle was

purchased by many peacetime military forces as well as 

by commercial and private users.  It had been deployed 

as a 4 x 4 light cross country vehicle by the Allies in

wartime and therefore fitted in very well to a role 

with the Automobile Association, even though it was 

left hand drive.  

Decorated in the familiar yellow and black AA colour

scheme with the period AA badges and Road Service

printed at the back of the bonnet, our model is registered

889 UXL.  It carries a set of tools fixed to the driver’s

side and two fuel tanks fixed to the back alongside the

spare wheel.  Not sure how comfortable it would have

been to have been ‘rescued’ in this vehicle but the kids

would have loved every minute!
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Leyland Tiger Cub Saro Bus -
County Donegal Railways
The Leyland Tiger Cub was a

lightweight single decker bus

bodied by Saunders-Roe

(SARO) of Anglesey.  They

were produced as 44 seater

buses from 1952 and were

used widely by transport

companies across the country.

The fourth in our 1:76 series of the

SARO bus comes from Co. Donegal where it

was used by the County Donegal Railways.  The bright

red and cream livery has cream trim and a cream interior.

The bus is registered ORR 322 and the destination blind

shows it as being the CDR bus on its way to Letterkenny.

We see from the contact details printed in white behind

the nearside front wheel that Mr B L Curran was

Manager and Secretary, Stranorlar, Co. Donegal.  

The colourful crest on the sides of the bus is that of the

County Donegal Railway Joint Committee.

This is an unusual model not only for bus collectors but

also for 00 gauge railway enthusiasts where it would

prove an interesting lineside accessory in 

an Irish setting.

NEWLeyland Tiger Cub Saro Bus -
County Donegal Railways
                                   SCALE      PRICE
76SB004          1:76  £19.95

Duple Commander MkII - Grey Cars
Our second release on the Duple Commander Mk II is

presented in the popular Grey Cars colour scheme,

registered HOD 39E.  The Devon based company has run

coaches since 1913 and the family firm is still going strong

today, with its headquarters in Newton Abbot.

Our model is decorated in the signature grey, maroon

and cream of the day with the Grey Cars logo printed

centrally along the sides under the panoramic windows.

On this release, we’ve added additional roof windows as

well as a front skylight window which has a silver

surround.  The radiator grille is also slightly different on

this release with the registration plate below the grille

instead of embedded into it.  The interior has a cream

moulded floor and grey seating.

NEWDuple Commander MkII - Grey Cars
                                                SCALE        PRICE
76DC002                 1:76   £19.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Nissan Qashqai J11 - Pearl Black Metallic
The second 1:76 release on Oxford’s newly tooled

Nissan Qashqai J11 sees the SUV in another

dramatic colour scheme - metallic black with

black interior.  Silver trim has been applied

to the wheels and radiator detailing.

Registered GV15 FTF it represents 

a car made at the UK’s Nissan

Sunderland plant in 2015, the 

second year of manufacture.  

Its performance, price and large

capacity in real life make it one of the most

popular family vehicles in present day motoring.

Rover SD1 3500 Vitesse - Moonraker Blue
Our 1:76 scale Rover SD13500 Vitesse from the 1970s-

80s, has already appeared as a saloon in bright red and

also as a Metropolitan Police vehicle. Its racy lines and

high performance made it very popular amongst

image conscious young motorists, as well as

the Police!  For its third

appearance it is decorated

in a brilliant blue colour

scheme, including the

sunroof, with black and

silver trim, and is

registered B8 DLS.  

The interior is dark grey

with lighter grey seating.   

Triumph Mayflower - Metallic Jade Green
The post-war Triumph Mayflower makes a welcome

reappearance into Oxford’s 1-76 scale series, registered

NVR 227 and decorated in a metallic dark green with lots

of silver trim. Interior seating is moulded in a contrasting

beige. Produced by the Standard Motor Company and

sold by its subsidiary Triumph between 1949 and

1953, 35,000 were made across the 

2-door saloon and a 2-door drophead

coupé, as well as a utility version

made in Australia. With a 3-speed

manual gearbox and column gear

shift, the Mayflower had a top speed

of 62.0 mph and could accelerate

from 0-50 mph in 26.6 seconds.  

Petrol consumption was around 28 miles per gallon.

The upright saloon, characterised by its ‘razor edge’

styling  - replicated perfectly on our Oxford model -

provided comfortable seating for four people and cost

£545 on the road.

NEWNissan Qashqai  J11 -
Pearl Black Metallic
                               SCALE      PRICE
76NQ2002    1:76  £5.95

NEWRover SD1 3500 Vitesse -
Moonraker Blue
                               SCALE      PRICE
76SDV003    1:76  £6.25

NEWTriumph Mayflower -
Metallic Jade Green
                               SCALE      PRICE
76TM005     1:76  £5.95
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NEW
Tooling!

1:76 SCALE

Ford Transit Mk 5 LWB High Roof - Post Office
Here we see the Ford Transit Mk 5 with a long

wheelbase and a high roof, as used as a Post

Office delivery van, registered YN56 UCH.  

Decorated in the traditional Post Office

red, the model features a diagonal 

green band down the sides and 

back denoting its role as ‘Delivering

Value’.  Additional print is in yellow 

with the additional telephone and website

information printed in white on the back doors.  

Citroen H Catering Van - Jamie Oliver 
at Gatwick
The personable British chef Jamie Oliver

features once more on our Citroen H

catering van.  The jazzy red and white 

eye-catching livery is promoting refreshments 

including coffee, speciality teas and snacks on a huge 

roof billboard, whilst the sides are drawing in the 

punters for his restaurant food, bakery and bar.  We love

the red and white wheels too!  This second release with

its left hand drive configuration has a French number

plate 691 HW 89.

Scammell Highwayman Tanker - Shell/BP
The name Scammell is one of the greatest in truck

manufacture and in particular with specialist transport,

such as the Showmans vehicles, railway related tractor

units as well as a host of military vehicles.  

The Highwayman bonneted 4 x 2 tractor unit could 

be configured up to 50 tons and was complemented

by the full range of Scammell trailers. 

Our newly tooled Scammell comprises the long

bonneted tractor unit decorated in bright green

on a black chassis, drawing a red tanker trailer,

both featuring the graphics of Shell/BP

Petroleum Products.  An interesting piece of detail sees

the Royal Coat of Arms and the company address of

Shell-Mex and BP Ltd on both cab doors.

NEWScammell Highwayman
Tanker - Shell/BP
                          SCALE       PRICE
76SHT001  1:76  £16.95

NEWCitroen H Catering Van -
Jamie Oliver at Gatwick
                          SCALE       PRICE
76CIT002   1:76   £8.45

NEWFord Transit Mk 5 LWB
High Roof - Post Office
                          SCALE       PRICE
76FT032    1:76   £6.25
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

Mitsubishi Zero A6M2-21Trainer,
Imperial Japanese Navy, 1944

The A6M Zero was a long-range fighter aircraft designed

by chief designer Jiro Horikoshi, manufactured by the

Mitsubishi Aircraft Company, a division of their Heavy

Industries company and used by the Imperial Japanese

Navy between 1940 and 1945. Introduced in the early

part of World War II, it was recognised as one of the

most capable carrier-based fighters in the world although

it was also used as a land-based fighter.  Given its

excellent manoeuvrability, high speed and long

range capability, it achieved a deadly rate of success

against the Allies but as their aircraft technology

advanced, the advantages of the A6M2 and some of its

shortcomings resulted in it becoming less effective.  

Just under 11,000 were produced up to the end of 1945

with the most successful variation being the A6M2 – 21

with its folded wingtips for aircraft carrier use and

expanded fuel tanks. Two other versions of the Model 21

were the floatplane with a modified tail; and a two-seater

trainer, the subject of our 1:72 scale model.

Appearing in the bright orange yellow of the Imperial

Japanese Forces, the engine cowl/gun barrel section is

painted black and the graphics on the wings and fuselage

are printed in bright red, with additional printing in black

including the aircraft number on the tail.  A final detail

sees our model with the upgraded three blade propeller,

which was introduced on the real thing to solve a

vibration problem.

Aermacchi Veltro C.205 - 
L Gorrini, 1 Squadriglia, 1 Gruppa

Caccia, February 1944
The Aermacchi Veltro C.205 was built by the Italian

company Aeonautica Macchi which had been in the

industry since before the First World War.  The C.205

was one of three Series 5 Italian fighters built using the

powerful Daimler-Benz DB605 engine.  It came with a top

speed of 400 mph, equipped with two 20.mm cannon as

well as 12.7 Breda machine guns. It was a force to be

reckoned with and despite its late entry into the conflict,

only being produced between 1942 and 1944 and a mere

262 aircraft at that, it was highly successful, being both

respected and feared by Allied pilots. 

One of these Italian fighter aces was Sergente Maggiore

Luigi Gorrini.  His flying career saw him fighting over 

Libya and Tunisia as well as in the defence of the

Italian mainland.  He shot his first Allied plane down

over Libya in 1941.  At the end of 1943, Gorrini joined

the Italian national republican air force, (ANR) where he

was assigned to 1 Squadriglia, 1 Gruppa Caccia, where he

continued to fly C.205 fighters.  His last air battle was on

15th June 1944 when his plane was hit during a dogfight

with four P-47 Thunderbolts.  He did recover but did not

fly operationally again.  Living until November 2014, he

summed up his war record as 212 air combats, 24 solo

air victories and 5 parachute bale-outs.  Not only was he

the highest ranking Italian fighter ace still alive at the time

but was also the only surviving pilot to be awarded the

Gold Medal of Military Valour.

All this history is encapsulated in our 1:72 scale model of

the Veltro C.205 which appears in the typical Italian

World War II camouflage scheme of dark grey/mid grey

upper body and wings, pale blue/grey mottled fuselage and

pale blue grey under body.  A white rear fuselage band is

painted under the Italian flag with the 23 - 1 identity

numbers in red and white on each side behind the

cockpit.  Finishing touches see the Italian flag on the

vertical tail fin and the underside of the engine cowl

coloured bright yellow. 

NEWAermacchi Veltro C.205 - L Gorrini, 
1 Squadriglia, 1 Gruppa Caccia, Feb 1944
                                                            SCALE       PRICE
AC091                              1:72  £15.95

NEWMitsubishi Zero A6M2-21Trainer, 
Imperial Japanese Navy, 1944
                                           SCALE      PRICE
AC092                   1:72  £15.95
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1:76 SCALE
Land Rover Series III Hard Top - AA
Where would we be without the

AA?  This British institution has

come to our aid in all weathers

and across all terrains in vehicles

definitely built for purpose.  It is no surprise therefore

that the AA features as the second release on the

recently introduced 1:76 scale Land Rover Series III,

seen here with a hard top.  We’ve released the exact

same model before in 1:43 scale but knowing there

are lots of avid 00 scale enthusiasts out there too,

here it is especially for you, registered ANV 900J 

from 1970/71.

Fowler BB1 Ploughing Engine 
No. 15337 ‘Louise’
Only the fourth in our 1:76 series of models of period

Ploughing Engines produced by the famous Leeds

Engineers John Fowler, this one is numbered 15337 and

named ‘Louise’, following on from her predecessor the

‘Princess Mary’.  ‘Louise’ comes in a different colour

scheme, too.  A gleaming black body has contrasting

bright red and gold detail and is registered DO 1928.

Special features include a shaped chimney in the upright

position, realistic cable feed on the offside and gravel

textured wheels to replicate the real thing.  To see these

machines in operation at steam fairs across the UK is a

memorable experience but in the meantime, here’s the

Oxford alternative evoking similar historic moments.

Land Rover Defender 90 
Station Wagon - Fuji White
Here’s another Hong Kong

registered Land Rover Defender

90 Station Wagon to add to your

fleet of Oxford vehicles from this autonomous

territory.  Numbered UF 7260, this time it is

presented in sparkling white with black external

trim and a black interior, the Land Rover

name is printed in silver above the radiator

with its traditional logo

appearing on the radiator grille

and across the rear offside wing. 

NEWLand Rover Defender 90
Station Wagon - Fuji White
                               SCALE      PRICE
76LRDF012   1:76  £5.95

NEWLand Rover Series III
Hard Top - AA
                               SCALE      PRICE
76LR3S002   1:76  £5.95

NEWFowler BB1 Ploughing
Engine No. 15337 ‘Louise’
                               SCALE      PRICE
76FBB004     1:76 £17.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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NEW
SET!

MODELS AVAILABLE AGAIN

1:76 SCALE
NEWBloodhound Missile Set 

                       SCALE        PRICE
76SET65  1:76  £26.95

Bloodhound Missile Set
Our 1950s Bloodhound Missile Set comprises a ‘Bristol’

Bloodhound Guided Missile complete with Launching

Ramp and Loading Trailer in approximate 1:76 scale.  

The warhead is towed by a 1:76 scale Land Rover Series

1 with Canvas Back in RAF dark blue livery.  The RAF

roundel features on the missile itself and on the Land

Rover’s front wing.  This intricate set is presented in retro

style packaging featuring the extensive model detail in full

colour.  Our Oxford model incorporates many of the

details of the ‘real thing’ which was considered very

advanced for its era.

The Bristol Bloodhound was developed in the 1950s as a

surface to air missile and as part of the RAF it formed the

UK’s main air defence weapon into the 1990s.  It had an

overall length of nearly 9 metres, a wingspan of nearly

three metres and a range of 190 km at a speed of Mach

2.7.  Its guidance system was classed as a semi-active

radar homing system.  The missile was launched from a

fixed installation launch platform.  The last RAF missile

Squadron stood down in 1991 but some overseas

countries continued to deploy Bloodhound until the end

of the decade. 

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Me262 - Operation
Bodenplatte 1945
                  SCALE       PRICE
AC061  1:72  £14.95

1950 Oldsmobile Rocket 88 
Coupe - Yellow/Black
                               SCALE      PRICE
87OR50003   1:87  £6.95

Ferguson TEA Tractor - Grey 
                         SCALE      PRICE
76TEA001 1:76  £4.95
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N SCALE

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Scania Highline Tanker - BP
Truck collectors will recall this superb model already

introduced in Oxford’s 1:76 scale Haulage series.  

Now available in 1:148 scale, it adds to the growing range

of N gauge haulage vehicles.  Registered NJ60 ZJE, 

this contemporary tanker features the equally modern

white, green and yellow ‘bp’ graphics of the BP oil

company, which look very fresh against the silver trim.

The tanker is drawn by the Scania Highline tractor unit in

white with various shades of grey masking and a white 

aerofoil.  A final detail sees the hazard warnings printed

on both the sides and the back of the elliptical tanker in

orange and black.  Another great addition to your

collection of fuel-tankers 

across the 

years.

Bedford CA Ice Cream Van - Mr Softee
You’ve seen this model in our 1:43 scale series, part

of a wide range of authentic ice cream vans.  Now the

highly detailed livery has been transferred to 1:148

scale.  Mr Softee appears with numerous images of

mouth watering lollies and ice creams for purchase

‘Freshly made Just for You’.  Registered 600 NPF, the

van has a basic colour scheme of pale blue with white

upper body with chrome trim.  

Ford Anglia 105E Saloon - Yellow (VYV)
Fans of the 1980s anarchic and alternative comedy series

The Young Ones will recall this Ford Anglia 105E as

belonging to Vyvyan.  Registered 1707 ML, note the red

flames running along the sides and VYV printed in white

in the back window, while the red interior reflects the

red external graphics.  VYV played a star role in the

Demolition episode when Vyvyan used his car to try to

demolish the house where he and 

his off-the-wall mates were living.

NEWScania Highline Tanker - BP
                                  SCALE        PRICE
NSHL01TK     1:148  £14.95

Mobile Trailer - 
Bob’s Hot Dogs
                             SCALE       PRICE
NTRAIL001 1:148  £5.45

NEWBedford CA Ice Cream
Van - Mr Softee
                         SCALE      PRICE
NCA021   1:148 £5.75

NEWFord Anglia 105E
Saloon - Yellow (VYV)
                         SCALE      PRICE
N105008  1:148 £4.65

Mini - Lime Green
                          SCALE       PRICE
NMN005  1:148  £4.65

NEW
Tooling!
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76MW5006  1:76 - £11.95
Tilmanstone Colliery

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95

AR146AR147AR148AR149AR150

AR141AR142AR143AR144AR145

OR76DG009  1:76 - £119.95
Dean Goods ROD 2308

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!
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